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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to extend part of the theory of

identically distributed independent random variables, continuing the work

in [9] and [lO]. [9] was devoted to the solution of a problem of immediate

probabilistic interest: if Xt are identically distributed independent random

variables, with partial sums

So = 0,       Sn= Xi+ ■ ■ ■ + Xn, n^l,

and

Mn = max Sk,
Ogign

it was possible, by simple methods, to find the generating functions of the

distributions of the random variables Mn. In [10] it was shown that these

probabilistic results are closely related to certain problems in analysis; they

yield information concerning certain solutions of the Wiener-Hopf equation

(0.1) F{x) =  f   kix - y)Fiy)dy,
J 0

where kix) is the (known) density of the random variables Xi.

We begin by summarizing some central results of [10], in order to then

explain in what fashion they are extended in this paper.

Theorem. Let kix) be a symmetric probability density, with finite variance

a2, i.e.

/oo n 00

k(x)dx = 1, I    x2kix)dx = o-2.
-00 J  —00

Suppose a solution of (0.1) is defined to mean a nondecr easing function Fix),

defined on 0 = x< 00, continuous on the right, with P(0)>0. Then equation (0.1)

has iexcept for a multiplicative constant) a unique solution Fix). The iterates of

(0.1), defined by
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Foix) = 1, * ^ 0,

Fn+i(x) =  f   k(x - y)Fn(y)dy, x ^ 0,
J o

converge to a solution G(x) in the following way:

G(x) = lim (nryFnix)
n—♦ •

satisfies (0.1), is absolutely continuous, nondecreasing, with G(0)>0.

This solution G(x) has the asymptotic behavior

G(x)      21'2
(0.2) lim-^-=-

x-,<o     x a

Now it is possible to formulate the central result of this paper as

Theorem 1. The above theorem remains valid in every respect if

(a) the hypothesis that k(x) =k( — x) is weakened to

/xk(x)dx = 0,
-00

and

(b) the conclusion that limj,,*, G(x)/x = 2ll2/a is strengthened to

21/2

(0.3) lim [G(x + h) - G(x)] = h-
X-+& 0~

The methods of this paper are those of [10] with obvious extensions, and

with one important exception. In [10], where k(x)=k( — x) it was possible

to show that the solution G(x) ol (0.1) has the Laplace transform

(0.4) j   e~^dG(x) = «p j-— f     x21 ui log [l " P(u)]du} ,

where p(u) is the characteristic function of the random variables X(, i.e.

d>(u) =  I    eiuxk(x)dx,
J —oo

and the left hand side of (0.4) is understood to mean

f   e~^dG(x) = G(0) + f   e~^dG(x).
Jo- J o+

In [10], Karamata's Tauberian theorem applied to (0.4) easily yielded

the asymptotic result (0.2).
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In the present case, when ft(x) is not even, so that c/>(w) is not real valued,

it is not possible to obtain such an elegant analytic representation for Gix)

as equation (0.4). But one can obtain a representation which is probabilisti-

cally interesting, namely

(0.5)      f V»<fG(*) = c-exp i E T E^Sk'S* > °] } = 1-rV^i •
Jo- lift )       1 — £[e-xzJ

Here we have to explain the positive constant c, depending on ft(x), and

defined by

c = exp{?T[T-pr(^>0)]}'

and some streamlined notation: If cZP(co) is the probability measure on the

infinite product space whose coordinates are the random variables X,(co)

= «,-, then

£[exp{ -XSk}; Sk > 0] =  f exp { -X E <•>>} dP(u).
J MZi*o»i>0] 1 l       )

In the last term of (0.5), Z is the following random variable:

Z{u) = on + • • • + co* = Sk if Si = 0, • • • , Sk-i < 0, Sk > 0,

i.e. simply the first positive partial sum. By well known results on recurrence

Z(co) is finite with probability one when -E(x<) §?0.

This random variable was first studied by Baxter [2], who obtained the

equality of the second and third terms in (0.5). Our interest in the matter

will be that it is possible to show an apparently new result, that

(0-6) E(Z) = ^ •

Using (0.5) and (0.6), the proof of (0.3) is easily accomplished by applying

the renewal theorem.

The proof of Theorem 1, and in passing, of equations (0.5), (0.6), and some

other new and probabilistically interesting results will be given in the first

five sections. In particular we mention a strengthening of the arc-sine law in

§3, and some results in §6 which are tantamount to an extension of renewal

theory in the following way: If X, are identically distributed nonlattice

random variables with mean u>0, and S„ their partial sums, the renewal

theorem [3] states that

M h
(0.7) lim   E Pr[* < >S\. ̂ x+ h] = — •

z-»°°    n-0 U
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It will be shown that, still for u>0, if Mn = max0s*SB Sk,

(0.8) lim   E Pr[* < Mn g x + h] = —,
x->»    „_o P

OO

lim   E H* < S„ ^ x + h; Mn-i < S„]

(0.9)    ~"  ~°
h (      °°    1 1

= -exp|-E yPr[S*:gO]J,

and finally, for p, = 0,

00 2l/2A

(0.10) lim   X Pr[x < S„ g * + A; JW„_i < Sn] =-
*-»"   n=o Cer

Actually matters are slightly more complicated than we have admitted so

far. Equation (0.1) only makes sense for random variables with densities, and

we shall find it natural to study instead equation (1.1), thus obtaining even

Theorem 1 as a special case of results concerning equation (1.1). These re-

sults are contained in Theorems 5.1a and 5.2A for nonlattice random vari-

ables, and in Theorem 5.1b and 5.2B which are valid for lattice random

variables.

A future publication in collaboration with C. Stone, devoted to the theory

of Toeplitz matrices and the corresponding lattice random variables [ll],

will begin where the present theory leaves off, i.e. with Theorem 5.2B.

1. We begin by discussing the equation

(1.1) F(x) =  f   K(x-y)dF(y), x £ 0.
Jo

The equation will be meaningful under the following assumptions, adhered to

from now on, which will make the integral on the right well defined even as

a Riemann Stieltjes' integral.

(a) the (known) function K(x) is nondecreasing and continuous on the

right, for — oo <*;< oo,

(b) the (unknown) solution F(x), if one exists, is to be nondecreasing,

and also continuous on the right for x^0.

(c) The contribution at y = 0 to the integral in (1.1) is defined explicitly

by

f   K(x - y)dF(y) = K(x)F(0) + f  K(x - y)dF(y).
Jo J o+

Finally we introduce the assumption that K(x) is a probability distribu-

tion with mean zero and variance cr2.
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(d) K(-«>) = 0,       K(<*>) = 1, f    | x\ dKix) < oo,

/00 *»   00

»*#(:»:) = 0, 0 <   I    *2<f.fi:(:r) = (72 < oo.
-CO J  —00

Now one can show, using only the elementary theory of the Riemann-

Stieltjes' integral, that equation (1.1) is a generalization of equation (0.1) in

the following sense.

Theorem 1.1. If Kix) has a derivative iprobability density) kix) then every

solution Fix) of (1.1) is a solution of (0.1) and every solution Fix) of (0.1) is a

solution of (1.1).

Proof. Suppose Fix) is a solution of (0.1). Hence (by definition) it is non-

decreasing and continuous on the right. We have

/i»
kix — y)Fiy)dy = 0,

t

and, since F(x) is nondecreasing,

lim F(t)K(x -0=0.
(—* 00

But then

f   K(x - y)dF(y) = K(x)F(0) + lim [K(x - t)F(t) - K(x)F(0)]
J 0 (—»oo

(1.2) +  f   k(x-y)F(y)dy
J 0

/I oo
k(x - y)F(y)dy.

o

Conversely, if F(x) is a solution of (1.1), then the first integral in (1.2)

exists and is finite. This implies that

lim K(x - t)F(t) = L(x) < oo,

and also that the integral

/k(x — y)F(y)dy < oo.
o

But we have shown that L(x)=0 if the last integral exists. This proves the

theorem.

In §2 we shall give a probabilistic interpretation of equation (1.1) which

will make it appear quite natural and which will be indispensable for the

proof of existence and uniqueness of a solution.
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2. Let Xi be independent identically distributed random variables with

mean zero and variance cr2, and let K(x) denote their common distribution

function. We shall further define

(2.1) So = 0,       Sn = Xi + - - - + Xn, n £ 1,

(2.2) Mn =   max Sk.
Ogtgn

The random variables Sn and Mn will occur throughout this paper, but

at present we have to define another important stochastic process, already

studied in detail in [10], and we shall summarize the principal results.

We define the Markov process Tn as follows:

(2.3) To = 0,        Tn+i = (T„ + Xn+i)+ for n ^ 0.

The notation is explained by remarking that x+ = x if x>0 and x+ = 0 if

x<0. It is a well known fact, due to Pollaczek [8], that the random variables

(2.4) Tn have the same distribution as Mn.

A short proof is given in [l0]. Our principal result, also discussed in [10] goes

somewhat deeper. It states that equation (1.1) is the invariant-measure equa-

tion of the Markov process T„.

In picturesque language, if we think of Tn as the position of a particle on

the real line at time n, the transition law expressed by (2.3) becomes very

simple. From a point x^O the particle simply makes a transition to the point

(x+Xf)+, where Xn of course is independent of the past. Thus the process is

almost the same as that executed by the sequence Sn, with the important

difference that the origin acts as a reflecting barrier on the left.

An invariant measure for this process is a countably additive c-finite

measure p(E) defined on the Borel subsets of [0, oo), such that

(2.5) u(E) =  f   dn(y) Pr[(Z + y)+ G E].
J o-

It is clear that for the particular choice of E= [0, x], with

F(x) = n(E),

equation (2.5) reduces to equation (1.1), and that the conditions (a), (b),

(c), (d) are automatically fulfilled if, as we shall assume,

K(x) = Yr[Xi ^ *],       E(Xi) = 0, 0<a2(Xt) = a2 ^ oo.

Now we come to the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.1. The stochastic process Tn has a unique invariant measure, and

therefore equation (1.1) has a unique solution F(x), if a solution is understood

to be nondecreasing and continuous on the right, with F(0) > 0.
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Proof. For the details we refer to [lO]. It is shown there that the unique-

ness of the invariant measure follows from a theorem of Harris in [7]. The

crucial condition which makes the theorem of Harris applicable is that

Pr[Pn = 0 infinitely often | To = x] = l, for all x = 0. That this is true follows

from the fact that E(XA=0[9]. The theorem of Harris together with the

condition that

Pr[P„ = 0 infinitely often | To = x] = 1, x = 0,

also implies that the set consisting only of the origin has positive invariant

measure. But the invariant measure determines F(x) and in particular F(0)

which must be positive. Conversely F(x) determines the invariant measure

so that F(x) must be unique (modulo a multiplicative constant) because p.

is unique.

In the next section we shall obtain the results mentioned in the introduc-

tion concerning the random variable Z.

3. Let Z be the first positive term among the partial sums 0 = So, Si,

52, • • • , and N the time at which it is assumed, i.e. N = k il and only if

Z = 5*. It follows from well known results on recurrence, for example in [9],

that Z and N are random variables (finite with probability one) when, as we

are assuming, E(X{) =0.

By a fairly simple method, which I learned from D. Ray, we shall obtain

the following representation, first discovered by Baxter, for the joint char-

acteristic function of Z and N.

Theorem 3.1 (Baxter). For 0^a:<l, A>0, E(XA^0,

E[x"e-™} = 1 - expj- E — E[e~^;Sk > 0]| .

Proof. For real values of y,

00

E[xNeiyZ] = J^ x"+1E[exp{iy(Sn + X„+i)}; Mn = 0;S„ + X„+i > 0]
0

= E *n+1£[exp{;7(Sn + Xn+i)}; Mn = 0]
0

00

- E x»+1E[exp{iy(S„ + Xn+i)}; Mn+i = 0]
o

00

= [x<j>(y) - 1] E x"E[exp{iySn}; Mn = 0] + 1,
0

where

<b(y) = E[e»x\.
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One can factor [l — xp(y)]~1 in the following way:

[1 - x^y)]-1 = exp j E J £texP M*};-5* = °]}

( °°    xh )

•exp< E — £[exp [iySk};Sk < 0]>

= Piiy, x)pi(y; x),

where pi is bounded and regular in the half-plane Im y > 0 and pi in Im y <0.

It follows that

00

(3.1) E[xNe*z - l]Pi(y; x) = - E *n£[e*s»; Jf. = 0] [i>,(y; a)]"1.
o

It is easy to check that the left hand side of (3.1) is regular and bounded

in lm,y>0, the right hand side in lmy<0. Also the boundary values for

Im 7 = 0 are assumed continuously by both functions. Therefore they repre-

sent together an analytic function, which by Liouville's theorem must be con-

stant. To determine this constant we let ry=X, X—»oo. The right hand side

of equation (3.1) then converges to the first sum in

(3.2) - E *" PrK = 0, Mn = 0] = - expi E — Pr{S* = 0]1 .
0 v.    1      k )

The identity of the first and second sums is a special case of Theorem 6.1 in

[9]. Substitution into (3.1) completes the proof. We shall also need the fol-

lowing two results:

Corollary 3.2. For X^0, E(X{) ^0,

E[e-™] = 1 - exp j- E — E[e-™*; Sk > 0]\ .

First one can let x—>1 in Theorem 3.1 since E[xNe~xz] is a power series

with non-negative coefficients in x. The statement then remains correct when

X = 0, since the series

E 4" Hs* > 0]
1        K

was shown in [9] to diverge when E(Xi) ^0.

Corollary 3.3. The series E" 0-/&) Pr[Sk = 0] converges.

This is true for arbitrary random variables Xit and can be easily deduced

from equation (3.2), which is also quite general. Let w* = Pr[5* = 0, Mk = 0].

Then one can show that
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E UkXk = [1 - F(x)]-\
o

where

F(x) = E fkXk,
i

fk = Pr[5i < 0, • • • , 5*_i < 0, Sk = 0],

and it is obvious that

p(i) = E/*<i.i

Next we shall find E(Z), which is a rather subtle task.

Theorem 3.4. If E(XA=p>0, then

E(Z) = pE(N) = M exp | E — Pr[5* = 0]| .

If E(X/) =0 and 0<ff2(X,) =a2, then

EiZ) =—-c,

where

0 < c = exp j E — I-Pr(5* > 0)11 < oo.

Proof. The first part, when p>0, is a consequence of Wald's fundamental

theorem of sequential analysis. We refer to Doob's treatment of this theorem

in [5], from which the intuitively plausible result that £(Z) =jluE(A7) follows

immediately. Then, from Theorem 3.1 it can be deduced without difficulty

that

EiN) = exp | E — Pr(S* ̂ 0)1 < oo.

(It was shown in [9] that the series in the exponent converges when m>0.)

The case when p. = 0 cannot be handled by this method. Instead we use a

different method, which would also have given the result of the first part. We

write
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00

E(Z) = E E[Sn+i; Mn = 0; Mn+i > 0]
0

n

= lira   E E[Sk+i; Mk = 0; Mk+i > 0]
n—*«       q

(3.3) = lim   E {E[Sk+i; Mk = 0] - E[Sk+i; Mk+i = 0]}
n-»«o      o

= lim   E {£[&; Mk = 0] - £[5*+,; M*+1 = 0]}
n-»«      o

= - lim E[Sn; Mn = 0].
R—+ 00

Let^„=E[5„; Af„ = 0], and .4(0= Eo" ^n«n.

Using Theorem 6.1 of [9] one obtains

E /n£[exs»; ilf„ = 0] = exp { E ^7" £[«"*; Sk g 0]1 .
o I   i     k )

Differentiating with respect to X, and setting X = 0 one gets

A® = Y,t»E[Sn;Mn = 0} = j~fi— E[Sk;Sk =g 0]
o i     k

3.4)
( °°    tk 1

•expJE yPr[5*^0]|.

As E(Z) = — lim„,oo An, and as it follows from (3.3) that the sequence

—An is monotone and nondecreasing, we have, by a theorem of Hardy and

Littlewood

E(Z) = - lim (1 - 0-4(0-

It only remains to show that this limit is ac/2112. Using equation (3.4) one

gets

(3.5)   E(Z) = - lim (1 - 01/2 E ^-E[Sk;Sk g 0]-exp{ £ —(- - ak)\
«-i i    k K   i    k \ 2 J)

wherea* = Pr[S*>0].

But the central limit theorem states that

!ii°. £[^* * °] = - (7)"'"
A simple argument from summability theory then shows that
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lim - (1 - t)1'2 E ^E[Sk-,Sk =S 0] = -£- ■
1-.1 i     ft 21'2

Now it only remains to show that

0 < lim exP{ E j(y - *)} = exp{ E y(| - «*)} < -.

and this requires some care. We know that

!lrxp{?T(T"at)}

exists and is positive. If it is finite, the proof is finished, because then, by

Tauber's original theorem,

But suppose that this limit is + oo, i.e. that

•A  th T 1 ~|
(3.6) lim  E —-Pr(5* > 0)    = + oo.

«-*i    i    ft L 2 J

Using Corollary 3.3,

oo      fk

(3.7) 0 < lim E — Pr(S* = 0) < oo.
«-»i    i    ft

Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we have

lim  E —  — ~ Pr^* < 0)    = - <*>.
i-»i    i    ft L 2 J

Retracing the entire proof applied to the random variable Z* instead of Z

where Z* is the first negative instead of the first positive partial sum, this

would imply that £(Z*) =0, which is impossible. The proof is therefore fin-

ished.

We will need one more result which has some corollaries of independent

interest.

Theorem 3.5. Let EiXt)=0, 0<<j\XA =a2<<x>,

Po = q0 = 1,     p. = Pr[5i > 0, ■ ■ ■ ,Sn> 0],    qn = Pr[Si g 0, • • •, Sn =S0]

an = Pr[S„ > 0] for n = 1,        c = exp <£—(--- a*H .

Then
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1
lim (mrYl2pn = —

n-*» C

and

lim (mi)ll2qn = c.
n—»«

Proof. It is known [9] that

E/>nr = exp|E y**}-

In the proof of the last theorem it was shown that the series

?Kt-)
converges to log c (conditionally; it probably need not converge absolutely).

Therefore

lim(l-01/2E^n = — •
«-»i o c

This together with the fact that pnezpn+i for n = 0, 1, - - - suffices to conclude

(see [10, p. 339]) that

1
lim (nirY'2pn =-

n-»«o C

The proof of the second statement follows in the same way from

E<7»<n = exp|E j(l ~ a*)j.

The theorem has the following interesting by-products, which however

will not be needed in the sequel.

Corollary 3.6. If E(Xt) =0, 0 <a2(Xi) =<r2 < oo, then

(a)    n1^ Eh£^lSi=°'s> * °' • • • ̂  °] - (t)"'

(b) lim £[5„ | at least one of Si, Si, - ■ ■ ,Sn is > 0] =-■ c.
n->» 21'2

The proof is straight-forward and therefore omitted. The first part gains
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in interest by comparison to the (trivial) fact that(2)

lim e\-— | S„ = ol = (—Y   ■
»—     lino-2)1'2  ' J       \tJ

Finally we mention an apparently new form of the celebrated arc-sine

law for arbitrary random variables with mean zero and finite variance.

Corollary 3.7. Let Nn be the number of positive partial sums among

Si, S2, ■ ■ • , Sn, in the case when EiX/) =0, 0 <<r2(X.) =a2 < oo. Then

[kin - ft)]1'2 Pr[iV„ = ft] = — + oil),
T

where o(l)—>0 as min(ft, n — ft)—>oo.

The proof follows directly from Theorem 3.5 and from Sparre Andersen's

theorem, [l], which states that

Tr[Nn = ft] = pkqn-k.

4. Now we are in a position to find an analytical representation for the

solution Fix) of equation (1.1).

In accordance with the notation in §2, we introduce the distribution func-

tions

(4.1) Fnix) = Pr[P„ g x\ To = 0] = Pr[M„ = *], n = 0.

oFnix) = Pr[r„ = x; T{ * 0 for i = 1, • • • , n - 11 P0 = 0]

(4.2) = Vr[S„ =£ x, St > 0 for * = 1, •••,»- l]    for n = 1, * =■ 0.

oFoix) = 1 for x ^ 0, 0 for x < 0.

Using (4.2) a simple renewal argument shows that

n—l n

Fnix) = E ^*(0) oF»-*(*) = E ^"-*(0) oF*(z), for n = 1, x = 0,
k-0 k—l

or
n

Fn(x)   =   E F„-*(0)-oF*(x)   -  Pn(0)  + 5„0, « ^  0, X =  0.
*-0

Now we form the generating function (0 = £<1)

E *»(*)<"
00 ~~ 1

(4.3) EoPn(x)/" = -^-; x = 0.

E  Fni0)t» E  fi.(0)*»
0 0

(2) Added in proof. This phenomenon is explained by the following generalization of part

(a) of Corollary 3.6. If E(X>) =0, 0 < »*(*<) = <r* <  oo, then lim„^« Pr [S„/(na*)l» g *|S,

>0, • ■ • , s„ao] = i-e-*2'!, 0£*<°o.
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It is clear that F„(0) =qn so that by Theorem 3.5

oo

lim (nirYl2Fn(0) = lim (1 - t)1'2 E F„(0)/» = c.
n—►« t-*\ 0

Since oFn(x)^0, equation (4.3) implies that

00 00 1 00

(4.4) lim  £ oFn(x)l" = E oF,(*) = lim — (1 - t)1'2 E Fn(x)t«.
I-»1       1 1 1->1    C o

To show that this limit is finite one can take Laplace transforms on equa-

tion (4.3). Then

exp i E — E[e-™';Sk > 0] + Yr[Sk :g 0]1

E<"J    e~^doFn(x)=-——-

°~ exp | E — Pr(5* g 0)/*|

(4.5) '
(  °°    tk 11

= exp < E — E[e-™*; Sk > 0]V = --- ■
H  I   i    k     L /       1 - E[tNe~™]

Here we have used Theorem 3.1 of [9] and Theorem 3.1 of §3.

It follows that

(4.6) lim  f> f   e-^doFnix) = , X > 0.
<->i    i      Jo_                         1 — E[e~xz]

By the continuity theorem for Laplace transforms proved in Lemma 7,

[10 ], it follows that

00 00 CO

(4.7) lim  £ 0F„(x)t» = £ 0Fn(x) = 1 + E MZi + ■ • • + Zn ^ x] < oo,
'-»!       1 1 1

where Zj are identically distributed random variables with the same distribu-

tion as Z(z). Also, using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, the

monotonicity of the sequence Fn(x) implies that

- (nir)in
(4.8) E oFnix) = lim ^—^- Fnix).

1 n—»e© c

The main result of this section can now be stated. If we define

ao

(4.9) G(x) = lim (nirYl2Fn(x) - C- E oF.(*),
n-»» 1

(*) The random variables Z1+Z2+ • • • +£„ used here and in the sequel were called the

ladder random variables of the sequence Sn by D. Blackwell [3], who used them to extend the

renewal theorem to arbitrary random variables with positive mean.
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then one can assert

Theorem 4.1. Gix) is a nondecreasing right-continuous solution of equation

(1.1). It is absolutely continuous if Kix) is.

The simple proof is taken directly from [lO]. The definition of oFnix)

implies that

f   Kix - y)d0Fnix) = Kix)0FniO) + 0Fn+iix), n = 1.
J o-

Summing on n yields, by equation (4.9)

tf   Kix- y)d0Fniy) = — K(x)G(0) + — G(x) - „Fi(x).
i  J o— c c

Equation (4.2) shows that

E oPn(O) = — G(0) = 1,
1 c

so that

co (* oo 1

Y,\    Kix- y)doFniy) = Kix) + — G(x) - oFi(x)
1   J 0- c

= - G(x).
c

Finally the integrands above are non-negative which justifies interchang-

ing summation and integration to conclude that

f°Kix-y)dGiy) = Gix).

The remaining statements of the theorem follow from (4.2) and (4.9).

5. In this section we conclude the proof of Theorem 1 which was stated

in the introduction. The distributions Pn(x) defined in the introduction can

easily be shown to be the same as those denoted, carelessly, also by P„(x)

in equation (4.1). In fact, one can easily do more, namely verify that when

the Xt do not have a density, and if

Foix) = 1, x^0,

Fn+iix) =  [   Kix- y)dFniy), x = 0, n § 0,
Jo-

then

F,{x) = Tr[M„ = x].

In view of this and Theorems 1.1, 2.1, and 4.1, we have now established
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all of Theorem 1 with the exception of equation (0.3). In so doing we have of

course obtained analogous results for arbitrary random variables. Only at this

point do we have to make a distinction, namely between

Case (a) the random variables Xi have a nonlattice distribution, with

E(Xi)=0and0<a2(Xi)=a2<™ and

Case (b) the random variables Xf have a lattice distribution and it is

assumed, without loss of generality, that the smallest additive subgroup of

the real line containing the points of increase of the distribution K(x) is the

group of all integers. In addition we assume of course that E(Xi)=0 and

0<o-2(Z,)=o-2<oo.

This distinction depends on the need to apply different forms of the re-

newal theorem. Corresponding to Case (a) we shall prove

Theorem 5.1a. In Case (a) the solution G(x) of equation (1.1) as defined in

Theorem 4.1 has the asymptotic behavior

2l/2

lim [G(x + h) - G(x)] = h-
x—»« a

In Case (b) it is clear from the definition of G(x) in equation (4.9) that

G(x) is a step function with positive jumps at the points x = n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

Letting

G„ = G(n+),

K(n) =   E Ck,
k*=—CO

where Ck = Pr[Xi = k], equation (1.1) in this case reduces to

(5.2) Gn='ZCn-kGk,
k-0

and it is the monotone solution of (5.2) which according to Theorem 4.1 is

unique, up to a constant. Its limiting behavior will be given by

Theorem 5.1 (b). In Case (h) the solution Gn of equation (5.2) as defined in

Theorem 4.1 has the asymptotic behavior

21/2

lim [Gn+i - Gn] =-
n-+» <r

Proof. In Case (a) as well as (b) equations (4.6) and (4.9) together imply

that equation (0.5) holds, i.e. that

/c e~^dG(x) =--- •
o-                      1 - E[e~™]

This says that, for x ̂  0
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(5.3) — Gix) = 1 + E PrL^i + • • ' + Z* = x],
C k-l

where the Z< are identically distributed independent random variables with

the same distribution as Z. In Case (a) we use the renewal theorem which was

first proved by Blackwell [3 ] in sufficient generality to conclude that

\im-[Gix+h)-Gix)} = —— ■
z->«   c -E(Z)

This concludes the proof, since Theorem 3.4 has shown that E(Z) =<r/21/2c.

In the lattice case the proof is the same, using the renewal theorem in the

form due to Feller [6].

Finally, we specialize to those cases when the Laplace transform of G(x)

has an interesting analytical representation, namely when the random vari-

ables Xi are symmetric. We shall consider the two cases:

(A) Kix) is continuous, with Kix) = 1 —Ki~x),

(B) #(*)=££—Gt with Ck=C.k, and g.c.d. [ft|C*>0] = l, and of
course the mean is 0 and the variance finite, as before. Then we can state

Tauberian theorems, which, on the surface, seem to have nothing to do with

the Wiener-Hopf equation.

Theorem 5.2 A. // G(x) has the Laplace transform

1 + f   e-^dGix) = exp {-f    —-—-log [l - <biu)]du) ,
J 0+ \        IT J o      X2 +  U2 )

where

d>iu) =  f   e^dKix), with Kix) of type A,
J —oo

then lim^«, [G(x+/s)-G(x)] = 2ll2/a-h.

Theorem 5.2B. If u„ are the coefficients in

E Ukt" = exp I--1- fT       \~[- log [i - <t>ie)]de\ ,
o {    2ttJ o     l + l2 - 2tcos6 )

where <pid) = E-« CkeiM, with C* of type B, then limn.„ m„ = 21'2/ct.

The proof of part A is an immediate consequence of a trivial extension of

equation (0.4) and of Theorem 5.1a. Therefore we discuss only part B. We

shall make the identification

«0  =   Go, Un   =   Gn  —  Gn-l, » =   1,
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where Gn = G(n+), and G(x) is the solution of (5.2) in Theorem 5.1b. This time

we use equation (4.5) which gives

00 /"•   OO 00 s%   00

E«ne~x"=  I    e-x*dG(x) = cYj \    (T^doFn(x)
o Jo— 1   J 0-

= c exp | J -r E[e-xs»; Sk > 0]| .

But, since Pr[X, = ft] = Pr[Xj= —ft], we have

-Pr[5* > 0] + E[e-™*;Sk > 0] = — £[r*"»l].
z z

Therefore

E «»*** = exp {— E — £kX|Si']l .
o 12   i    ft J

Hence Theorem 5.2B will follow from Theorem 5.1b, provided that it turns

out that

(5.4)       E -J- £[/<**>] = - - f * *",?]-" log [1 - P(B)]dO.
i .  ft irJo    1 + /1- 2/ cos 0

One shows this as follows. For 0:£r<l, 0gx<l

00 ~* 00 £* 00 1/*T

E — E[/|Stl] = E —  E <"' — I   e-«'<t>k(0)dd
i     ft *—i   ft  ?=-oo       2ir«/ _T

1   "    **  /• * 1 - t2
= —52 — I      -Pki6)dd

2x*t!  ft J_r l + <2- 2/cost?

1   f* l ~ t2
= ~ ~ I      i a. *      o,-1l0g [1 " **<*)*•

X J o   1 + r — 2/ cos 9

To let x—>1 requires some justification. First one shows that

lim   E — £['|Stl] = E —E[t^] < oo,
i->i    i     ft i    ft

for every 0^t<l. One can show this easily if one uses the strong result in

[4] that there exists an absolute constant A, independent of ft, such that

Pr[5n = ft] £ A/n1'2 for all ft, n.

Hence we know that

~ lim~ f    ia./l-^log[l " x<t,{6)]de = £ T {£'ISil^ < "•
*-*l   5T J 0       1 + /    — 2< COS 0 !       ft
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Now we decompose the Poisson integral into two integrals over the set

A = [d\ O=0 = 7r; (bid) <0] and its complement B. Clearly the limit operation

(x—>1) and integration over A can be interchanged, since the logarithm is

bounded there. Over B limit and integration can be interchanged by the

dominated convergence theorem, since log[l — c/>(0)]£Li(O, 27r). This follows

from the fact that <p(6) = 1 -a2B2/2+o(62) as 0->O. That completes the proof

of (5.4) and of this theorem.

6. By reinterpreting the asymptotic result of Theorem 5.1 it will now be

shown that we can extend the basic theorem of the theory of recurrent events,

as explained in the introduction. It seems natural to consider the asymptotic

behavior of the sum

CO

(6.1) S(x, h) = E Pr[* < Sn ^ x + h; Mn-i < Sn],
n—0

for the following reason. When the random variables Xi are positive, S(x, h)

reduces to

00

(6.2) S(x;h) = E?r[x < S„ = x+ h\.
n-0

When, on the other hand, the X{ are arbitrary nonlattice random variables

with finite mean ju^O, (6.1) is a natural generalization or (6.2). Only those

values of Sn are counted, we shall call them the renewal points of the process,

which exceed all the previous values. Our results will depend on the obvious

fact that the distances between two successive renewal points are mutually

independent. We shall call them Zi, Z2, • • • as it is obvious that each of

them has the same distribution as the random variable Z of §3, the first

positive partial sum. Summarizing we have

Six, h) = E Pr[x < Sn ^ x + h; Mn-i < Sn]

= E Mx < Zi + • • • + Za = X + h].
n-1

The renewal theorem for positive random variables gives therefore

lim Six, h) = h/E(Z),
J—* oo

and Theorem 3.4 then gives equations (0.9) and (0.10).

Equation (0.8) is a renewal theorem of a different type. For random vari-

ables with positive mean, which are not necessarily positive, the sum

O0

E Pr[x < Mn ^ x + h]
n=0
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is a generalization of the sum in (6.2) which is different from and always

greater than or equal to S(x, h). Intuition suggests, and it is easy to show, by

going back to Theorem 3.1 that

±E[e-™«]=        E["]        •
o 1 — E[e~xz]

The renewal theorem for positive random variables together with Theorem

3.4 yields

A     r i     hEiN)       h
lim   E Pr[z < Mn^x+h]= —— = — •
*-»•>    o E(Z)        p

This is equation (0.8) and therefore we have proved

Theorem 6.1. For arbitrary nonlattice random variables with finite expected

value p., equations (0.8) and (0.9) hold if u>0, and equation (0.10) holds if p = 0

and if in addition the variance a2 is finite.
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